where n denotes the degree, r> the number of real bitangents with non-real points of tangency, 1' the number of real flexes, and dually m the class, S; the number of acnodes and K' the number of real cusps. (A real node is classified as a crunode or an acnode according as the two tangents are real or complex conjugate: thus an acnode is isolated on the real curve.)
DUALITY OF REAL PROJECTIVE PLANE CURVES:
KLEIN'S EQUATION c.
T. C. WALL (Received 5 July 1994; in revised form 1 March 1995) Following a detailed study by Zeuthen [8] of reality conditions for smooth plane quartic curves and their bitangents, Klein [S] obtained the following relation for real curves having only singularities of Plucker type:
n + 22; + I' = m + 26; + rc'
where n denotes the degree, r> the number of real bitangents with non-real points of tangency, 1' the number of real flexes, and dually m the class, S; the number of acnodes and K' the number of real cusps. (A real node is classified as a crunode or an acnode according as the two tangents are real or complex conjugate: thus an acnode is isolated on the real curve.) Klein's own proof was somewhat heuristic, and a new and more detailed argument was offered by Juel [4] . Meanwhile, further discussion was given in 1880 in an (even more heuristic) paper of Brill Cl], and an extension to curves with higher singularities was given in 1904 in a paper of Schuh [6] (with the reader referred to Schuh's thesis for details of proofs).
An account of Klein's equation was given in 1931 in Coolidge's [2] book: this gives Juel's proof (which he remarks is the only rigorous proof yet published), and also shows that there can be no further identical polynomial equations connecting the Plucker characteristics and their refinements for the real case which are not consequences of the equations of Plucker and Klein. Klein's equation also appeared in 1920 in Hilton's [3] book with an account of Klein's own argument.
To a modern reader, the principles underlying Juel's proof appear obscure, and the proof itself somewhat sketchy. The object of this article is to present an account which we hope will be found more convincing. We consider the general case, not confining ourselves to curves whose only singularities are of Plucker type. Indeed, as Schuh says, "This equation of Klein can be extended to curves with higher singularities and it then becomes most remarkably simpler, and invariably holds good also for curves in whose equation imaginary coefficients appear, which is not the case with the equation of Klein".
Schuh's version of the result is as follows. For I any plane curve with dual I", the sum of the order of I and the multiplicities of the Singular points of I" equals the sum of the order of I' and the multiplicities of the Singular points of I. In this statement, a point of a curve is called Singular if either it is singular in the usual sense or it is regular and the tangent is a singular point of the dual curve.
The plan of this article is as follows. In Section 1 we give an extensive discussion of the topology of various spaces which will appear in the proof. This is the point on which the earlier accounts were silent. The properties of the flag manifolds F and FR discussed in 1.1-1.4 are nowadays well known, but the author does not know the original reference for them. The sections 1.1-1.6 serve to recall these results and establish notation; these lead up to Lemma 1.8, which is used in the proof.
In Section 2 we give the main part of the proof, including some lemmas. This will reduce the proof to a local calculation, which is performed in Section 3, where we also mention some variants of the statement.
TOPOLOGY OF CERTAIN VARIETIES
1.1. Write P or Pc for the complex projective plane, P" or Pz for the dual plane; x = (x, y, z) for coordinates in P and xv = (xv, y ", z" ) for the dual coordinates in P" : more precisely, we write x for a vector in C3 -{0}, X for the point in P it represents, and similarly for xv. We will be interested in the flag variety (or incidence variety) F=F,={(X,X")EP~P"~X~~~X" areincident}, and write 71, rc" for its projections on the factors P and P" . Each of these is the projection of a bundle with fibre the complex projective line and group PGL2(@). Denote by c1 the pullback by 7~ of the cohomology class dual to a projective line in P; similarly for a". The spectral sequence of z collapses, so an additive basis for the cohomology of F is given by (19 a,a2,a",aa ' , a'a" ), with a3 = 0. Thus a " 2 is a linear combination of a2 and aa". The product a2a " corresponds to the intersection where X is required to lie on two lines, so is fixed, and X" to pass through a point (as well as X), so is also fixed, thus a'a" coincides with the orientation class; similarly, so does aa" 2. Thus, a2 -aa" + a" 2 is killed by multiplication by a or a", hence vanishes.
1.2. We write PR for the real projective plane, regarded as contained in PC; Pi c P; for the dual plane, and define submanifolds of
Thus M is a bundle over Pw with fibre a complex line P'(C). We are however more concerned with the other projection n: " 1 M: our first important remark is that this induces a homeomorphism of M -FR onto PC -PG. For an element X' of P$ -Pi is a non-real line in P and contains a unique real point: its point of intersection with its complex conjugate Xv.
1.3. We next consider the topology of FR itself. We can represent each of X, X' by a real vector of norm (in the usual euclidean sense) 1; these are unique up to sign. Two such row vectors x, xv can be uniquely completed (by the vector product x x x ") to a square matrix representing an element of S03. Changing sign of one or both of x, xv is effected by multiplying this matrix on the left by a diagonal matrix 6 (with one entry + 1 and two -l), so 6 belongs to a four-group A. Now SO3 has double cover S3 = Spi; A lifts to a quaternion group Q of order 8, so FR is homeomorphic to the coset space A\S03 = Q\S3; in particular, it has fundamental group Q.
FR is a bundle over PR with fibre a circle and group 0,; since it has fundamental group Q, the Euler class is 4 times a generator of H2(PR; Z') z i2.
1.4. Write the coordinate vector xv = p + iq as a sum of real and imaginary parts; set also e"(p + iq) = pr + iq,. Then )Iprl12 = ljpcosr -qsinzII' = ~(IIPl12 + 114112) + 3(llPl12 -IIqI12)cos2r + psqsin22.
We may suppose the multiplier eir so chosen that II pT II is maximum, and then drop the suffix t. Then p and q are orthogonal, with II p 1) 2 II q II. Except on the subset R" of P' defined by the conditions: 11 p 11 = 11 q )I and p -q = 0, z is unique modulo K, so (p, q) is determined by X " up to a real scalar factor. Now for K any constant > 1 we can decompose P" into the submanifolds C' where II p II 2 K 11 q I( and D " where 11 p II < K I( q 11, with common boundary IY", say. The region of P' where II p II > II q II > 0 is fibred by lines obtained by multiplying p by a scalar, keeping q fixed. We see that C" is a tubular neighbourhood of Pg , where q = 0, and D" is a tubular neighbourhood of R" . On R" we have (p + iq)*(p + iq) = IIpl12 + 2ip.q -114112 = 0; thus R" is the conic with equation x2 + y2 + z2 = 0. Since R" has self-intersection number 4, this is the Euler class of the bundle D ", so IZ' " has fundamental group of order 4.
We may also consider D" as a bundle over Pw: the fibre is the closed complement of PA in P& i.e. a union of two 2-discs. This bundle projection factors through the projection on Q" and a double covering map of Sz" on Pw.
1.5. The decomposition P" = C" u D " lifts by n" to a decomposition of M. One part E" projects homeomorphically to D" (with IZ" = aE" g C'"); the other projects to C", and is a tubular neighbourhood B" of FR. Since P" is orientable while M is not, B' is non-orientable, so is a non-trivial line bundle over F,; we see again that Z ", as a non-trivial double cover of F,, has fundamental group cyclic of order 4. Corresponding results hold-and we adopt corresponding notations-for the topology of the map x : M" + P.
1.6. We now consider a neighbourhood of FR in Fc. At a point (X,X') of FR choose representative unit vectors x for X, p for X"; thenx-p=Osox,pandu=xxpgivean orthonormal base for R3. The tangent space to S2 at x has p, u as basis over R, and projects isomorphically to the tangent space to Pw at X. The tangent space of Pc at X is its complexification, so admits p, u as basis over C. Similarly we can regard x, u as giving a basis over @ of the tangent space to P; at Xv.
The product Pc x Pz thus has tangent space at (X,X ") admitting a C-basis which we denote by (p, 0), (u, 0), (0, x), (0, u). The tangent space of the subvariety Fc has C-basis (u,O), (0, u), (p, -x); and the same vectors serve as R-basis for the tangent space of FR. We note that they are also a base for the tangent space of the 4-fold cover which is the manifold of pairs of unit vectors (x, p) with x -p = 0, which we identified above (completing (x,p) to (x, p, u)) with S03. Here the above 3 basis vectors generate the l-parameter subgroups consisting, respectively, of rotations in the (x,u)-plane, the (p,u)-plane and the (x, p)-plane.
Since M is the submanifold of Fc with first coordinate real, it follows from the above that the vector (0,iu) spans the normal space to FR in M; similarly, (iu,O) spans the normal space to FR in M". The normal bundle to FR in Fc splits as the sum of 3 line bundles: the normal bundles in M and in M" and a further one spanned by i(p, -x).
None of these bundles is trivial. Since multiplication by i gives isomorphisms of bundles, it suffices to consider the corresponding subbundles of the tangent bundle of FR. These all become trivial when lifted to S03, so we consider the action of the covering group A. Now, for example, the infinitesimal generator of the group of rotations in the (x, u)-plane is changed in sign if we change the sign of just one of x and u. Thus the 3 line bundles correspond to the 3 non-trivial homomorphisms from A to (f l}.
1.7. We choose the tubular neighbourhood N of FR in Fc so that it meets M in B and M" in B" (and thus C u Z " c alv). The usual complex orientations of P and P" induce orientations of E and E", hence of their boundaries YZ and ZZ " .
LEMMA. The oriented cycles IZ and C" are homologous in N.
Proof: Since N admits FR as deformation retract we have H,(N) z Z. As C is mapped to FR by a double covering, it has class + 2. The symmetry of FC which interchanges the factors takes the orientation of P to that of I'". To find its effect on FR, consider again the 4-fold cover by S03: the interchange of x and xv multiplies this matrix on the left by 1 01 0 10 0 -1 0 0, I so preserves orientation. The result follows. 0
Remark. There may exist a smooth submanifold cobounding C and Z ", but as the normal bundles are inequivalent, there is no simple construction of one, and the homology is all we need. We may determine the homology class of A by counting its intersections with the 2-cycles n-'(X), A" -' (X "), where X E PC -PR (similarly for X"). Clearly, A-'(X) does not meet M; it meets M" in the unique real line through X; it will follow from the lemma below that the intersection number is 1 with M ", hence -1 with A. Similarly, the intersection number of A with xv -'(X ") is + 1. The cohomology class of Y '(X) is a2 and of 7rv-1(Xv) is a"', hence the class dual to A is a -a ".
0
For any (closed) subset S of FC disjoint from FR, we may suppose that N is disjoint from S; and then the intersections of S with A will coincide with those with M u M ".
PROOF OF KLEIN'S FORMULA
For a projective plane curve r we may form the dual r "; the graph of the correspondence between them is the projective tangent bundle which we denote by r". The order n of r is its intersection number with the class of a line in P; its class n" is the intersection number of r " with the class of a line in P " . The cohomology class dual to r " in FC is thus nav2 + n"a2, so the intersection number with the cycle A of Lemma 1.8 is n -n". Now suppose r is defined over Iw. The basic idea of Juel's proof of the Klein equation is to deform r a small amount in a complex direction and compute the intersection number of r^ with M -M" using local considerations. As we have seen above, though intersection numbers with M and M" are not well defined (M and M" being non-orientable), the difference may be interpreted as the intersection number with A, which is defined, and we have just computed to be n -n".
We define a Singularity of r^ to be a point lying over a singular point of at least one of r, r " . We now require a lemma.
LEMMA. At any point of intersection of rA with (M -FR) (or (My -FR)) which is not a Singularity, the local intersection number is + 1.
Proo$ Take coordinates x = (x, y, l), xv = ( p, 1, r). We may suppose that x = t is a local parameter on r, y =f(t), and at t = 0 we have x = y = 0, f'(t) = a $ R, f"(t) = 8. We have
The equation of Fc is px + y + r = 0; thus, the tangent space at t = 0 is given by -udx + dy + dr = 0 and has C-basis (taking dx, dy, dp, dr as coordinates on the tangent We plan to count the intersections of r,^ with M and M" by following what happens to them as E + 0 through positive values. Since the set-up is self-dual, it suffices to consider intersections with M. We thus seek real points on r,. These will fall into three groups.
First, we have points on the line X,V (z = 0): this intersects c in the same points, say N1 in number, as it intersects r.
For the rest, take affine coordinates z = 1. Then real points of f(x + is, y) = 0 lie also on f(x -i.s, y) = 0, hence also on
The set of these real points as E varies is a closed semialgebraic subset of Pw x lR+, so each component has a well-defined limit as E + 0 (since PR is compact). For each such limit point (not on z = 0) we must have 0 =f= aflax, so have either a singular point of r (a case we defer to the next paragraph) or a point the tangent at which passes through the point X0 (LO, 0). By choice of X0, no such point is a flex, so the intersection of the curves f = 0 and iYf/Zx = 0 is transverse. By the implicit function theorem, in the neighbourhood of such a point we can find a unique solution of f(x + is, y) = 0. The number Na of such points is thus equal to the number of real tangents to I through X,,. Our third group of real points on I, consists of those which are close in the above sense to singular points of I: suppose there are N3 of these.
Proceeding dually, we find that intersections with M" consist of N," = Nz with first coordinate X0, Ni = Ni with second coordinate close to X,Y , and Ni close to singular points of I". Now n -n" is the intersection number of IA -or I: -with A, and since I: does not meet F,, this can be counted as the intersection number with (M -FR) minus the number with (M" -FR) . By the lemma, each of these intersection numbers is equal to the simple number of points of intersection. The above counting argument then gives us n -n" = (N, + N2 + N3) -(N," + N; + N;) = Ns -N;, a sum of terms each coming from a Singularity of IA. It remains to perform a local analysis in the neighbourhood of each such Singularity.
CONCLUSION OF THE PROOF
We now compute the local intersection number of I; with M -or equivalently, of L with Pw -arising from a singular point of I. The conclusion is the following.
THEOREM. The number of intersections of r, with PR in the neighbourhood of a singular point of r having multiplicity m and with rw real branches is (m -rR).
Proof: It suffices to consider the case of a single branch, since we can then sum over branches to obtain the desired result. Translate the singular point in question to the origin, and let y = t"', x = 4(t) be a Puiseux parametrisation of the branch. Note that it follows since the line y = 0 is not a tangent at the singular point that m is the multiplicity of the branch. The real points of I, correspond to parameter values t at which y E R and x + ie E R. Since y E R, t = reinkim for some r > 0, 0 < k < 2m.
First suppose we have a real branch, so the power series #J may be taken with real coefficients. Then the values k = 0, m give x real, hence lead to no solutions. For any other value of k, write h for the highest common factor of k and m, so h < m. Not all the terms in 4 are powers of tmih: if the first which is not is tp, the imaginary part of $(reink/") is of the form Crp plus higher terms. Now if C < 0 and E is small enough, there will be a unique small value of r making this equal to -a Note that the expansion of +(te-i"k'm) is the complex conjugate of the above, so just one of the values k, 2m -k leads to a point of intersection. The number of such points is thus m -1, as claimed. Now consider the case of a non-real branch. Take a Puiseux parametrisation as before; again we must consider y = reinkim. Consider the branch together with its complex conjugate. This time, none of the series have identically zero imaginary parts; taking the value k for one branch together with 2m -k for the conjugate branch, we see as before that just one yields a real point of r,. Thus, for the two together we have 2m real points. But it is clear that two complex conjugate branches have equal intersection numbers with M. Hence we obtain m for each. This concludes the proof. 0
For example, an AZkml singularity with real branches contributes 0; one without real branches contributes 2, and an Alk singularity contributes 1 to the formula; as in Klein's version where we have the number of cusps plus twice the number of acnodes.
We have now proved a first version of the generalised Klein formula. Observe that m -rR vanishes at a non-singular point of I-, so including a finite number of non-singular points in the sum will not invalidate it. Now since (assuming r has no rectilinear component) each real branch of r at some point corresponds to a real branch of r " at some point, we see that provided both sums are extended over all points arising from Singularities of r A, the terms rR will cancel, giving Schuh's form of the result.
Schuh deduces a further result, valid for curves r which are not necessarily real. For this, define a point X" = (X,X') of rA to be a Singularity if either X is singular on r, X" is singular on r " or just one of X, Xv .is real; and write m(X A) for the multiplicity at X of the union of branches of r with tangent X'; similarly for m" (X^).
THEOREM (Schuh [6] ).
n-n' = Z{m(X*) 1 XA Singular, X real} -Z{m" (X") 1 XA Singular, X" real}.
To see that this result holds, it suffices to apply the previous result to the composite curve r u i=, which has real equation. Since all terms in the Klein-Schuh equation are the same for i= as for r, and are additive for unions, and the result holds for r u r', it follows that it is true for r. (Note that the points (X,X ") mentioned above are Singularities in the previous sense for r u F).
This last result could of course also be derived by a direct consideration of the intersections of r with M u M".
We add a few final comments about our first form of the result, which is the one we find it easiest to apply. Suppose r a real curve such that we know the types of all singularities of r, and we wish to deduce those of r" with a minimum of calculation. Suppose, for simplicity, that at each singular point of r or r " other than simple nodes there is a unique tangent. Then, as we saw in [7] , the singular points of the two correspond, and the sum of the two multiplicities equals the local intersection number of either with the tangent line. The calculation of the net contribution to Klein's formula is thus immediate.
Next we need to determine the bitangents of r, and for each one to find whether the 2 points of contact are real, coincident or complex conjugate; correspondingly we find those singular points of I-" which do not correspond to singular points of r, and their types, with the exception of ordinary flexes.
Finally, the number of such flexes is determined by the generalised Pliicker formula, and the number which are real is determined by the formula above, so it is not necessary to determine the flexes themselves.
